A. Duie Pyle Awarded Prestigious Package Carrier Safety Award

Northeastern-based carrier honored for fourth straight year

WEST CHESTER, PA. – November 3, 2014 – A. Duie Pyle (Pyle), the Northeast’s premier provider of asset and non-asset based transportation and supply chain solutions, announces it has been awarded the “2013-2014 Menlo Worldwide Logistics Package Carrier Safety Award” for excellence in the safe transport of products for The Dow Chemical Company. This is the fourth consecutive year Pyle has received the award.

Pyle is among an elite group of carriers that transport 80 percent of Dow’s products, and this award, presented by Menlo Worldwide Logistics, recognizes Pyle for performing at the highest levels of service and safety compliance.

“It is an honor to have been selected once again for the award,” said Tom Walker, A. Duie Pyle’s director of chemical markets and compliance. “We are the only Northeast Regional LTL Responsible Care carrier so we handle a lot of volume, and we’re dedicated to doing so with safety as our first priority.”

To qualify for the award, safety carriers must achieve a score of zero in serious and moderate incidents and incur no more than one minor incident over the course of the year. Carriers also must be in good standing in the four key areas of safety reporting, on-time performance, EDI compliance and emergency response. For information about A. Duie Pyle, visit www.aduiepyle.com or call 1-800-523-5020.

About A. Duie Pyle

A. Duie Pyle is the Northeast’s premier transportation and logistics provider with extended Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) service coverage through established partnerships into the Southeast, Midwest, Canada and the Caribbean. A family-owned and operated business for more than 90 years, A. Duie Pyle provides a complete range of integrated transportation and distribution services supported by 23 LTL and TL service centers strategically located throughout the region. A. Duie Pyle’s Customized Solutions Group provides a variety of asset and non-asset based supply chain solutions, including specialized truckload services through its Truckload fleet and its Brokerage division, integrated Warehousing & Distribution services with more than two million square feet of public and contract warehousing space at eight locations in Delaware, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania, and dedicated and quasi-dedicated fleet operations. A. Duie Pyle’s depth of resources and diverse capabilities enable customers to strategically source multiple supply chain solutions.
About Dow

Dow (NYSE: DOW) combines the power of science and technology to passionately innovate what is essential to human progress. The company is driving innovations that extract value from the intersection of chemical, physical and biological sciences to help address many of the world's most challenging problems such as the need for clean water, clean energy generation and conservation, and increasing agricultural productivity. Dow's integrated, market-driven, industry-leading portfolio of specialty chemical, advanced materials, agrosciences and plastics businesses delivers a broad range of technology-based products and solutions to customers in approximately 180 countries and in high growth sectors such as packaging, electronics, water, coatings and agriculture. The Company's more than 6,000 products are manufactured at 201 sites in 36 countries across the globe. More information about Dow can be found at http://www.dow.com/.

About Menlo Worldwide Logistics

Menlo Worldwide Logistics specializes in the integration of all functions across the supply chain, from sourcing of raw materials, through product manufacturing to the distribution of finished goods. Menlo’s fully integrated supply chain management solutions help customers achieve more efficient global supply chains by improving their processes, lowering their costs for systems integration and management, and improving decision support and visibility of their worldwide inventory. The company’s ultimate goal is to deliver measurable profitability improvement and a strategic advantage to the customer through their operations, located throughout North America and at strategic points in Europe, Asia/Pacific and Latin America. For more information about Menlo visit http://www.menlogistics.com/en.